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ABSTRACT In India, we are manufacturing tyres and tubes from rubber products. The vagaries of market arising from disequ-
brium in supply and demand have serious implications on the net income of the produces of perennical crops 

compared to annual crops.The study reveals in total about how the customers were reacted towards Metro Tyres /Tubes. And 
it has been found with the help of various statistical tools the relationship among many attribution of the product and feelings 
of respondents. Most of them   were influenced by the quality of the Metro Product. Even though the customers preference 
and satisfaction concepts look very complex this study had attempted to reveal more about the which will ultimately helpful to 
the manufactures, customers and readers to know more about the preference and feeling of the users toward Metro Rubber 
product. As a result, the market segment of Metro Rubber products can be widened.

How To Write An A+Research Paper
This chapter outlines the logical steps to writing good re-
search paper. To achieve supreme excellence. Choose a top-
ic which interests and challenges you. Your attitude towards 
the topic may well determine the among effort and enthusi-
asm you put into your research.

Focus on a limited aspect Eg. Narrow it down from “Reli-
gion” to “world Religion” to “Buddhism”. Select a subject 
you can manage. A void subjects that are too technical, 
leaned, or specialized. A void topic that only a narrow range 
of source materials.

Find Information: For general or background information. 
Pay attention domain name extensions. Network solutions 
provides a link where you can what so of the other exten-
sions stand for Be vary of the millions of personal home 
pages on the net. Learning how evaluate critically and to 
search effectively on can help you eliminate irrelevant sites 
and waste less of your time. To find books in the library use 
the OPAC Government publications, Guides, Reports, Maga-
zines, Newspapers, Vertical Files. Subject specific software. 
Public and university libraries. Businesses, government agen-
cies as well as contact knowledge per your community. Read 
and evaluate Bookmark your favorite Internet sites. Printout 
photocopies and takes notes of relevant information. State 
your thesis: Do some critical thinking and wrote your theses 
statement down in one sentence your thesis statement is like 
of your belief. The main portion of your essay will consist of 
arguments to support and defend this belief. Make a tenta-
tive outline: All points must relate to the same major Topic 
that your first mentioned in your capital Roman numeral. 

Eg: I INTRODUCTION- (Brief comment leading into subject 
matter-Thesis statement on Shakespeare)

II Body- shakespeare’s Early Life,Marriage, works, Later years 

A.Early life in Stratford.
1. Shakespeare’s fmily
a. shakespeare’s father
i). Father’s family life details
ii). Mother’s family life details   

 
b. Shakespeare’s Works 
i). Tragedies
ii). Halmet
iii). Romeo and Juliet  
B…………………
1………….
a…………
i)……………

ii) 
b…………
2.
3.

III.Conclusion
A.************
1.*************
2.*************
B.**************
C.************

A good outline in the most important step in writing a good 
paper. Check your outline to make sure that the point cov-
ered flow logically from one to the other. Include in your 
outline an INTRODUCTION, a BODY, and a CONCLUSION. 
Make the first outline tentative. 

Organize your notes: Organize all the information you have 
gathered according to your outline. Critically analyze your re-
search data. Best available sources, check for accuracy and 
verify that the information is factual, up-to-date. and correct 
optional vize should also b noted if they help to support your 
thesis . You must also be able to effectively communicate 
your thought, ideas, insights and research findings to others 
through written words as it reports, an essay, a research or 
term paper. Or through spoken words as in an oral or multi-
media presentation with visual aids. Do not include any infor-
mation that is not relevant to your topic, and do not include 
information that you do not understand. Make sure the infor-
mation that you have noted is carefully recorded and in your 
own words, if possible. Devise your own method to organ-
ize your notes. One method may be to mark with a different 
color ink or use a to identity section in your outline. 

Check one:
1. Is my thesis statement concise and clear?
2. Did I follow my outline? Did I miss anything?
3. Are my arguments presented in a logical sequence?
4. Are all sources properly cited to ensure that I am not pla-

giarizing?
5. Have I proved my thesis with strong supporting argu-

ments?
6. Have I made my intention and points clear in the essay? 
7. Any run-on or unfinished sentences?
8. Any spelling or grammatical errors?
9. Quotes accurate in source, spelling, and punctuation?
10. Have I supported my argument wit documented proof or 

examples?

Write your First Draft: Start with the first topic in your out-
line. Read all the relevant notes have gathered that have 
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been maked. eg. the capital Roman numeral. Summarize, 
paraphrase or quote directly for each idea you plant o use 
in your essay. Put all your note cards or paper in the order 
of your outline. E.g. IA, IB, IC, If using a word processor. If it 
is helpful to you, use a symbol such as “#” to mark the spot 
where you would like to check back later to edit paragraph. 
The unusual symbol will make it easy for you to fine the exact.

Type Final Paper: All formal reports or essays should be type-
written and printed, preferably on a good quality printer. Proof 
read final paper carefully for spelling, punctuation, missing or 
duplicated words. Make the effort to ensure I final paper is 
clean, tidy, neat, and attractive. This gives you peace of mind 
and a chance check. “Is this the VERYBEST that I can do?”


